Extending JPEG-LS for low-complexity scalable video coding
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ABSTRACT

JPEG-LS, the well-known international standard for lossless and near-lossless image compression, was originally designed for non-scalable applications. In this paper we propose a scalable modification of JPEG-LS and compare it with the leading image and video coding standards JPEG2000 and H.264/SVC intra for low-complexity constraints of some wireless video applications including graphics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

JPEG-LS\textsuperscript{1} was designed as an efficient algorithm for completely lossless compression of still images and controlled lossy mode where a precise upper bound on the maximal error in pixel value could be predefined by the user. The main advantages of these algorithms are very low computational complexity, perfect coding efficiency at high rates and possibility of near-lossless compression.\textsuperscript{2,3} All this allows JPEG-LS to successfully compete for some applications with the state-of-the-art compression algorithms for still images (JPEG2000 \textsuperscript{4}) and video (H.264 \textsuperscript{5}). JPEG-LS comes to foreground for application with strong constraints for implementation complexity and memory consumptions: processing and storage of medical, airspace images, maps; mobile video; desktop graphics; transmission of HD video and etc. Unfortunately JPEG-LS has also some evident shortcomings. In contrast to its competitors, the original JPEG-LS has no means for building scalable video streams and organizing multithreaded transmission. In scalable video coding partial loss of the scalable stream does not irreparably affect the decoding process: the decoder may reconstruct image with reduced quality level (without re-compression and retransmission). The successful reception of all the compressed streams results in decoding and reconstruction of the whole image with the same quality level as at the coder side. Scalability is extremely important in modern video coding and useful in video transmission, downloading, providing variable quality access etc..\textsuperscript{6,7} There are no such a features in the standard JPEG-LS. In this work we propose a new scalable extension of JPEG-LS and compare it with two generally recognized leaders in the area of image and video coding: JPEG2000 and H.264/SVC in intra mode. Modern full-featured image/video compression algorithms support a variety of compression modes, each with different trade-offs among efficiency of compression, loss of fidelity in the compression and the amount of computation required to encode/decode. Before designing and comparing the compression algorithms, we should determine which modes are suitable based on target application scenarios and limits. Today video transmission in wireless networks (WPAN/WMAN/WLAN) has become a hot topic in the industry.\textsuperscript{7–9} Therefore this paper aims at providing a performance evaluation of the proposed and other algorithms for the task of real-time wireless high-quality low-complexity video transmission. Comparison parameters are selected accordingly to the requirements of wireless video applications:

- Reduced computational complexity because in mobile terminals (laptops, phones, etc) battery life and processing power are strongly limited.
- High coding efficiency at high rates. Throughput of wireless technologies increased during the last decade (11 Mbps 802.11b to 160 Mbps 802.11n in WLAN, 3Mbps of Bluetooth to 3Gbps of 802.15.3TG3 in WPAN). So looking forward we focus on high transmission rates and consequently consider low compression ratios.
- Scalability and error resilience, controlled quality reduction achieved by partial loss of bit stream.
• Universality i.e. effective coding of different types of images including photo, computer graphics and synthetic images.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes a short overview and basis for profile selection of JPEG-LS and competitors. In Section 3 the scalable JPEG-LS modification is proposed. Section 4 describes comparison methodology and presents comparison of the compression algorithms according to the selected requirements. Section 5 presents results of the performance comparison of the suggested scalable JPEG-LS, standard H.264 intra and JPEG 2000. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. CODECS OVERVIEW

An overview of the selected codecs is given here.

2.1. JPEG2000 compression

JPEG2000 is the current ISO/ITU-T standard for still and motion image coding. The RCT (Reversible Color Transform) color format is used, described in the standard. JPEG2000 supports many interesting features such as lossless and lossy compression, multi-resolution representation, scalable and Region Of Interest (ROI) coding, tiling, blocking, error resilience and a flexible file format. But on the other hand JPEG2000 is more complex and slower than the prior and still widely-used JPEG standard.10

2.2. H.264/SVC compression

The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) has introduced the Scalable Video Coding standard, which is an extension of the H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) standard.11 It has additional properties like scalability. So, on one hand, H.264/SVC could be used in the situation when we have many receivers and it is necessary to receive the data at different bitrates. Another case is when we have to control the transmission rate depending on the situation in the channel. Other important features of H.264 are integrated rate control, deblocking filter and error resilience.

2.3. JPEG-LS compression

JPEG-LS1,12 is the international standard for lossless and near lossless still images compression. The main advantage of JPEG-LS is a possibility to set up the maximum error value per pixel by choosing a bound on the differences for near-lossless coding (so-called near parameter or lossy-factor). Another plus of JPEG-LS is an extremely low level of implementation complexity8 and memory consumption at the encoder side. The encoding process requires less than two rows of samples only (less than 10KByte). Unfortunately the original JPEG-LS standard has no means for building scalable video streams and organize multithreaded transmission in contrast with its competitors. Scalability (see Section 4.2) here means a possibility of lossy reconstruction with smaller quality level in case of partial data loss. This feature is very important for wireless video applications because wireless channel may be quite non-stable and some data could be lost during the transmission. Therefore in the next section we propose a scalable version of the JPEG-LS to address this shortcoming.

2.4. Codec Profiles

During the experiments we compared different profiles and feature sets for the JPEG2000, H.264/SVC and JPEG-LS image or video compression algorithms. The following configuration sets are selected for analyzing the codecs from the point of the tradeoff between rate-distortion characteristics and complexity:

- JPEG2000: RCT colorpace transforms, tile size 1280x8, codeblock size 512x8, number of DWT levels is equal 2, reversible wavelet 5-3;
- JPEG-LS: scalable modification, per pixel processing, lossless RCT colorspace transform, no subsampling, Golomb coding. It was noted8 that for HD picture size and 60 FPS it is possible to design and implement in RTL (150MHz clock rate, TSMC 60nm technology) the encoder with total power consumption of around 10mW;
3. SCALABLE JPEG-LS COMPRESSION

A simple scalable version of JPEG-LS has been proposed\(^\text{14}\) by sending one or more least-significant bit-planes uncoded and only coding the reduced precision image using JPEG-LS. We consider another approach for better performance and/or finer granularity in the scalable format. Our proposed scalable JPEG-LS-based algorithm utilizes the well-known differential coding approach.\(^\text{15}–\text{17}\)

Firstly data is compressed in lossy mode, then the main (primary) compressed stream is constructed providing the base quality level. Then the difference between an original and compressed image is calculated pixel by pixel. This difference is also encoded and forms the second (secondary) stream. The main question here is: what compression method should be used for the second stream encoding?

The main idea of the proposed scalable JPEG-LS is to compress the input image (or video intra-frame) in two (or more) steps and create two (or more) sub-streams joint in one global scalable bit-stream. At the first step JPEG-LS is used in lossy mode for encoding the original image. The compressed data forms the primary (or the first) sub-stream. The lossy mode increases the compression rate (and thereby decreases the amount of data to be transmitted) but distorts the original image. At the second step at the transmitter side a residual image is calculated as the difference between the original and the reconstructed images (after the first step). Then the residual image is compressed by lossless JPEG-LS and this constitutes the second bit stream for the wireless transmission.

Therefore the encoder generates a single global bitstream, which may include the primary bit stream and the second bit stream. The global bit stream could be transmitted over a stable or an un-stable communication wired or wireless communication channel. The codec may use a progressive approach to provide SNR scalability that allows supporting features such as multi-streaming and prioritized transmission.

A successful reception and decoding of both sub-streams provides a lossless image reconstruction at the receiver side (i.e. reconstructed image is equal the original one). At the same time if there are any problems with the second stream there is a possibility to decode only the primary stream and show the image with visually acceptable quality level (around 42db PSNR for a maximum pixel value error of 2). Similarly if the quality level of the primary stream is satisfactory for the end-user then the decoding of the second stream (even if it is successfully received) could be omitted.

The maximum error value per pixel (near parameter, \(n\)) for constructing the primary bit stream should be selected according to the requirements of the real applications. Figure 1 gives an overview of the algorithm. It is summarized by the following formulas: Consider \(x_{ij}\) to be the pixel of the input image with coordinates \(i\) and \(j\) accordingly. This pixel is firstly compressed with the lossy factor \(n_1\). After successful reconstruction of the pixel it is equal \(\hat{x}_{ij}\). The corresponding difference between the original pixel and the reconstructed one, \(x_{ij} - \hat{x}_{ij}\), is denoted \(d_{ij}\). Prior to making the additional lossless compression of the differential image, all values are shifted by the value of lossy factor \(n_1\), \(d'_{ij} = d_{ij} + n_1\), to get non-negative values. Then the same block of lossless compression is applied to the image \((d'_{ij})\) of restricted range. This forms the second bit stream of compressed pixels.

The bigger \(n\) is selected, the smaller the size of the primary stream will be and the more stable it is to the sudden throughput fluctuations. In our investigations we selected \(n = 1\) because in this case the total size of the primary and secondary bit streams is minimum while the size of both bitstreams are approximately equal. One could notice that JPEG2000 and SVC are truly scalable while the presented modification of JPEG-LS relates mainly to progressive two-step scalability.

It should be noted though that the simple two-step coding is well-correlated with the existing usage models for the end-user side:

- the picture of the ideal quality is shown while the wireless channel is in the "good" state,
– there is a way of the instantaneous and visually graceful, ideally imperceptible quality degradation in case of sudden noise level fluctuations.

Depending on the image type in lossless mode the compression performance of Scalable JPEG-LS is 2-23% worse than Standard JPEG-LS. With the growth of n this gap slowly increases.

Our proposal also may be extended to a nested structure (as e.g. for near-lossless coding\textsuperscript{18}): For the JPEG-LS parameter, NEAR = $n_i$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots$ we get the interval: $\prod_i (2 \times n_i + 1)$. Using $n_1=n_2=1$ we have intervals of 9, 3, 1 (=lossless) in a scalable manner. For finer granularity we may use, the visual quantization in JPEG-LS part 2, which context adaptively chooses between near parameters $n$ and $n + 1$. This may readily be treated as above based on the larger value, $n + 1$. For more efficient coding, the refinement JPEG-LS coder should be modified so it reconstructs the near parameter for each pixel and uses this information in coding the difference pixel. Compared with other results\textsuperscript{14} our versions have the advantage of a better control of the (maximum) error of the lossy coding and if using visual quantization, a finer granularity. It is possible to use near-lossless factor up to 5 without any significant visual losses.

For example the simple scalable coding mentioned based on selecting $k$ LSB planes\textsuperscript{14} has the following drawbacks:

1. The intervals steps increase exponentially as $2^k$, i.e. 2, 4, 8, 16, \ldots.
2. As can be seen from the result,\textsuperscript{14} the convex hull of the rate-distortion (measured by PSNR) of the baselayer has lower quality than the convex hull of JPEG-LS measured at different near values.
3. Also measured by the inf-norm truncation it is inferior to using JPEG-LS in near-lossless mode. (Points 2 and 3 are in part due to reconstructing to integer points.) Due to these relative advantages of JPEG-LS in near-lossless mode, it is interesting to explore the possibilities of using JPEG-LS near-lossless directly as the base-layer, but still have a simple coding and processing of enhancement layers for a scalable codec.

4. COMPARISON METHODOLOGY

To decrease the level of power consumption and complexity cost it is suggested here to use video encoders with relatively small level of operational complexity and very small memory utilization.

4.1. Intra-Coding and Slicing

To decrease complexity costs at the encoder side intra-coding mode only is used, i.e. the frames are compressed independently and are not stored after compression. Therefore we can not apply algorithms that exploit temporal redundancy such as motion estimation/compensation (ME/MC) or differential coding.

An additional way to decrease memory consumption for some algorithms like JPEG2000 is to split an input frame into smaller pieces and to process each piece independently and sequentially. More specifically, a frame is partitioned into (one or) several disjoint rectangular regions called slices. Small slices can...
significantly decrease the level of memory consumption. The slice size in our tests are 1280x16 (less than 100 KByte if a pixel depth is 24 bits) and for hardware implementation a low-cost internal chip-based memory can be used. Slicing can be viewed from an implementation point of view: we have one slice in memory at a time. This will restrict wavelet based coders, whereas JPEG-LS only requires 2-lines in memory (nevertheless, coded as one frame). Meanwhile, slicing can also be viewed from the point of the coding format, which may influence performance. For JPEG-LS we can code the whole image as one entity (still not requiring more than two lines in memory) or we can slice it. The later approach for slicing will come at a price in coding performance for adaptive coders as JPEG-LS. However, slicing also allows us to enhance the use of unequal error protection (UEP) to the transmission of the video data.

4.2. Scalability

Data transmission with two sub-streams is one of the most commonly used scalability schemes satisfying most of the use cases. It allows for end-users to receive pictures even in the case of unexpected data loss and at the same time the overhead costs for (unequal) error protection for two streams instead of one are quite acceptable. So, the main idea of scalable coding is that coder forms the bitstream from several layers. All three competitors support scalable and progressive coding i.e. in case of partial data loss during transmission only a part of the encoded data could be received, extracted and decoded from a global scalable bit-stream and an image with smaller quality level can be successfully reconstructed at the receiver. Scalability is one of the most prominent features of JPEG2000 that leads to its ability of extracting different resolutions, fidelities, components or spatial locations from a single compressed bitstream. The scalable extension (SVC) of the H.264/AVC Standard, is a highly attractive solution to the problems posed by the characteristics of modern video transmission systems. Current version of JPEG-LS standard (excluding the one proposed in this paper) does not support scalability.

4.3. Complexity Costs and Features

It is clear that implementation complexity and memory consumption should be estimated not for the whole coding standard but for a selected core number of functionalities required by wireless applications. The standardized codecs provide a rich set of instruments for putting certain restrictions on the encoding parameters such that some kind of complexity scalability can be achieved. Anyway different investigations demonstrate that JPEG2000 is more complex than H.264/SVC due to integral arithmetic coding and multiple bitwise operations. It was mentioned that the Tier-1 block of JPEG2000 that includes those operations consumes more than 50% of total computation power. On the other hand JPEG-LS was originally designed as a low-complexity coding system that has extremely low complexity level in comparison with H.264/SVC and JPEG2000. Error concealment in JPEG2000 can be ensured by different means including markers, regular termination of the arithmetic coder, error resilient termination and segment symbols, possibility to move the sensitive packet head information to the bit stream header and etc. H.264/SVC also includes a rich set of tools particularly designed for that purpose. JPEG-LS unfortunately does not offer a proper error resilience support, but as described may easily be extended.

5. RESULTS

In our experiments HD video sequences of resolutions 1280x720, 30fps are tested. They have a 24 bits/pixel depth. The raw bitrate is 0.663 Gbps. We have used RGB 4:4:4 color space format for JPEG2000 and JPEG-LS and YUV 4:4:4 for H.264/SVC. For more detailed description of the codecs settings please refer to Subsection 2.4. "Kungfu" (427 frames) and "Breeze" (461 frames) are natural image sequences, with fast and slow motion, respectively. "Desktop" (1880 frames) is a computer desktop snapshot, mostly consisting of computer graphics. (For the sake of simplicity and ease of reporting on the figures lossless is depicted at 70dB is for JPEG-LS and JPEG2000). The following graphs (Figs.2-4) present the comparison of results. It is necessary to note that one point for JPEG-LS (between n=0 and n=1) is obtained as a compression of one half of the frames with n=0 and the other - with n=1.

Obviously, JPEG-LS was not constructed for the low rates, in contrast to H.264. JPEG-LS has the best relative performance for computer graphics, that is why it shows outstanding results on the "Desktop"
sequence (Fig.2). Table 1 shows compression efficiency comparison for Standard JPEG-LS and the proposed scalable solution in Gbps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codec type</th>
<th>desktop</th>
<th>kungfa</th>
<th>breeze</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPEG-LS</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalable JPEG-LS</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.276</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes simple and low-complexity solution for two-step scalable JPEG-LS. Comparison with other widely used scalable solutions for video compression like H.264/SVC and JPEG2000 show that the proposed idea can compete with standard solutions for specific video content at high rates.
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